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I.1. Overview

Date 27 June – 2 July (6 days 5 nights)

Venue Korea UNESCO Peace Center (Icheon, Gyeonggi Province, R.O.Korea)

Theme What Should the Global Education Agenda be after 2015: 

Post-EFA and Post-ESD

Participants 69 undergraduate & graduate students

Organizers Korean National Commission for UNESCO (KNCU)

United Nations University (UNU)

Sponsor Ministry of Education, Science and Technology (MEST) 

Timeline of Events

13-31 May Participant application opened

7 June Accepted participants notification

9 June Participant registration due

10 June Delegation assignment notification

20 June Position paper due

27 June-2 July UNU-KNCU Global Seminar 2011 Session held

17-20 August Study trip to the United Nations University (UNU) in Tokyo, Japan

The UNU-KNCU Global Seminar 2011 Session was held from 27 June to 2 July, 2011 at the

Korea UNESCO Peace Center in Icheon. The city of Icheon was appointed as a UNESCO Cre-

ative City of Crafts and Folk Art (2010) and boasts a longstanding history of preserving rich

traditional arts heritage, ceramics in particular. With the theme of “What Should the Global

Education Agenda be after 2015: Post-EFA and Post-ESD,” this year’s seminar brought together

69 participants from 11 different countries of origin such as Australia, Bangladesh, China,

Japan, R.O.Korea, Mongolia, Nepal, Nigeria, Pakistan, Taiwan, and Thailand. This year’s semi-

nar was divided into two parts: “Lectures” and the “Model UNESCO General Conference.”

Concerning lectures, four Keynote lectures were allocated for the seminar to get specific infor-

mation on the main theme of this seminar, and these were delivered by world scholars and

renowned specialists in the field of education. The first keynote lecturer, Mr. Abdul Hakeem
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8 UNU-KNCU Global Seminar 2011 Session

(Education Advisor & Coordinator of “APPEAL (Asia and Pacific Programme of Education for

All),” UNESCO Bangkok Office) spoke on the general history and background of EFA. The

second keynote lecturer, Dr. Obijiofor Aginam (Academic Programme Officer, United Nations

University), delivered a lecture on ESD entitled, “The Role of Education in Achieving Sustain-

able Development.” Ms. Leotes Lugo Helin (Assistant Programme Specialist, UNESCO

Bangkok Office) addressed the “EFA Current Status and Challenges” in the second keynote lec-

ture for EFA. Last but not least, Dr. Mee Young Choi (ESD Team Leader & Programme Special-

ist in Education, UNESCO Office in Jakarta) delivered a lecture on “Education for Change in a

Changing World: Past, Present and Future.”

In the Model UNESCO General Conference, moreover, participants were divided into 17 dele-

gations. Each participant was assigned to represent a specific country throughout the Global

Seminar. Also, following the Rules of Procedure, participants were parted into two commis-

sions, and one or two members from each delegation joined the commission separately to dis-

cuss the specific agenda items – EFA (Education For All) and ESD (Education for Sustainable

Development). After the concurrent commission sessions as well as the plenary sessions, par-

ticipants were able to come up with a final resolution that included specific promises and

actions towards achieving EFA-/ESD-related goals. The sessions for the Model UNESCO Gen-

eral Conference were very significant because participants took a bigger and more active role in

the seminar rather than just passively listening to the lectures.

The following report includes summaries on the main contents of the seminar, including lec-

tures, the Model UNESCO General Conference Sessions, and other materials pertaining to the

2011 Global Seminar.

▲

 

The Opening Ceremony of the UNU-KNCU Global Seminar 2011 Session (27 June)
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Opening Ceremony

All delegates and advisors gathered at the opening ceremony to inaugurate the 2011 Global Sem-

inar Session. Mr. Seung-yoon Kim, the Assistant Secretary-General of the Bureau of Planning &

Public Relations in the Korean National Commission for UNESCO (KNCU), delivered an open-

ing address on behalf of Dr. Taeck-soo Chun, the Secretary-General of KNCU. This was followed

by welcoming congratulatory remarks by Prof. John Clammer, on behalf of Dr. Konrad Oster-

walder, the Rector of the United Nations University (UNU). The ceremony concluded with a

commemoration group photo on the grounds of the Korea UNESCO Peace Center. 

Orientation

Delegates were briefed on the background of the Global Seminar and the specific layout for this

year. The role of advisors, lecturers, chairs, and secretariat were also explained in accordance

with the model UNESCO structure. 

Opening Activities

On the first night of the seminar, delegates engaged in

opening activities to meet with one another, share about

themselves, and get to know each other. After that, they

were placed into discussion groups to shift the focus to

EFA & ESD, and the, collaborated to conceive an ideal

educational system that encompasses EFA & ESD goals.

Keynote Lectures

The keynote lectures were delivered by world scholars

and renowned specialists in the field of EFA & ESD. By

listening and asking questions to those who are working

passionately for EFA & ESD, delegates were able to gain a

clearer understanding of this year’s seminar theme.

What Should the Global Education Agenda be after 2015: Post-EFA and Post-ESD 9

I.2. Activities

▲ The Opening Activities (27 June)
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Briefing Sessions

The seminar chairs presented on the Rules of Procedure and the formation of a Draft Resolu-

tion according to model UNESCO format. A mock plenary session was also conducted by the

chairs in which they attempted to pass a resolution on the “worldwide distribution of strawber-

ry ice cream” in order to demonstrate the proceedings of a model UNESCO session.

Day Trip

Delegates were able to experience making their own Korean

traditional ceramics in Icheon, the UNESCO Creative City

of Crafts and Folk Art. Due to weather condition, the sec-

ond portion of the trip to Yeongneung, the royal tomb of

King Sejong, was unfortunately cancelled. Yeongneung is

one of 40 Royal Tombs of the Joseon Dynasty, which are

concurrently inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage

List in 2009. Furthermore, King Sejong was the 4th king of

the Joseon Dynasty of Korea, and he created Hangul – the

native phonetic alphabet system for the Korean language –

with the explicit goal of having Koreans from all classes

read and write. The UNESCO King Sejong Literacy Prize

was created in 1989 to honor the outstanding contribution

made to literacy by King Sejong. 

Delegation Meetings (Lobbying)

Delegates were free to use any time during the day to “lobby” their country’s policy to other

delegates. However, at the end of each night, there was a specific time allotted for delegation

meetings where delegates could meet with their team members or members of a different

nation.

Plenary Sessions

There were two plenary sessions

during the seminar. A head delegate

from each delegation gave an open-

ing speech for six minutes at the 1st

Plenary Session (Opening Speech

Session). The opening speech was

based on the position paper that

10 UNU-KNCU Global Seminar 2011 Session

▲ The Ceramic Making Experience 
as a Part of Day Trip (29 June)

▲ The 1st Plenary Session (Opening Speech Session, 30 June)
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was to be prepared before the seminar. It contained information on each country’s stance,

objective, vision, and policy in light of the two agendas towards the main theme of the seminar.

At the end of the conference, the participants finally came up with a resolution through the 2nd

Plenary Session declaring the actions on “What Should the Global Education Agenda be after

2015: Post-EFA and Post-ESD.”

Concurrent Commission Sessions

All delegates participated in commission

sessions each for EFA and ESD to draft

commission resolutions and subsequent-

ly voted to pass a final resolution at the

end of the last session. Each commission

had a chairperson, a vice-chairperson, a

rapporteur, a secretariat member and

one or two advisors. Advisors, consisting

of professors and specialists in the field

of education or UNESCO-related activi-

ties, were present to guide the sessions in

case of a dead-lock. They also acted as

members of the judging panel, selecting

the best delegations of the seminar.

Joint Meeting

Prior to the 2nd Plenary Session,

both commissions came together

and collaborated on the final resolu-

tion, which was carefully deliberated

upon, voted upon, and passed as the

collective answer to the question,

“What Should the Global Education

Agenda be after 2015: Post-EFA and

Post-ESD.”

Farewell Party

At the Farewell Party, delegates were able to put away the formal attire and come in semi-casual

wear for a night of music and dancing. 

What Should the Global Education Agenda be after 2015: Post-EFA and Post-ESD 11

▲ The Concurrent Commission Session (1 July)

▲ The Joint Meeting (1 July)
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Closing Ceremony

On the morning of the last day, delegates

convened for the final time in the Closing

Ceremony, during which a short video of

photos of the week’s recollections was

shown. Dr. Taeck-soo Chun, the Secretary

General of KNCU, appeared in order to

give closing remarks, and Prof. John

Clammer also delivered parting words.

Delegates received their certificates which

certified their completion of the UNU-

KNCU Global Seminar 2011 Session. Four

delegates in total were finally selected for

the Best Delegation Award: two from the EFA commission representing India (Ms. Yalan Wu,

Mr. Tara Nath Adhikari) and two from the ESD commission representing France (Ms. Jiyoung

Lee, Ms. Su Hyen Bae). These four recipients had the opportunity to visit UNU in Tokyo, Japan

and participate in a programme that further broadened their exposure to issues of global

salience.

12 UNU-KNCU Global Seminar 2011 Session

▲ The Closing Ceremony (2 July)
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I.3. Seminar Timetable

27 June (Mon) 28 June (Tue) 29 June (Wed) 30 June (Thu) 1 July (Fri) 2 July (Sat)

08:00

09:00

10:00

11:00

12:00

13:00

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

19:00

20:00

21:00

Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast
(07:30-9:00) (07:30-9:00) (07:30-9:00) (07:30-9:00) (07:30-9:00)

Registration
(09:00-13:50)

* Lunch 
(12:00-13:30)

Keynote
Lecture 1:

ESD
(9:00-10:30)

Day Trip
(9:00-18:00)

Break
(10:30-11:00)

Keynote
Lecture 2:

EFA
(11:00-12:30)

Lunch
(12:30-14:00)

Lunch
(12:00-13:30)

Lunch
(12:30-14:00)

Lunch
(12:30-14:00)

Closing
Ceremony

(11:30-12:30)

2nd

Plenary
Session

(9:00-11:30)

2nd

Concurrent
Commission

Session
(09:00-12:30)

1st

Plenary
Session

(09:00-12:00)

Keynote
Lecture 2:

ESD
(14:00-15:30)

Break
(15:30-16:00)

Briefing
Session on

Rules of
Procedure

(16:00-18:00)

Dinner
(18:00-19:30)

Dinner
(18:00-19:30)

Dinner
(18:00-19:30)

1st

Concurrent
Commission

Session
(13:30-18:00)

Joint
Meeting

(14:00-18:00)

Dinner &
Farewell Party
(18:00-20:00)

Briefing
Session on

Writing a Draft
Resolution

(19:30-21:00)

Delegation
Meeting

(19:30-21:30)

Delegation
Meeting

(19:30-21:30)

Delegation
Meeting

(20:00-21:30)
*T.B.C.

Opening
Ceremony/

Photo
Session

(14:00-15:00)

Orientation
(15:00-16:00)

Break
(16:00-16:30)

Keynote
Lecture 1:

EFA
(16:30-18:00)

Dinner
(18:00-19:30)

Opening
Activities

(19:30-21:30)
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14 UNU-KNCU Global Seminar 2011 Session

The Model UNESCO General Conference is a programme within the seminar. What we envi-

sioned for the participants this year was that they imagine themselves as delegates of countries

and partake in either the EFA or ESD commission session. Each commission deliberated and

passed a resolution towards the end of the seminar. The two resolutions were then combined to

draft this year’s Declaration on Model UNESCO General Conference on the global Education

Agenda after 2015.

Main Agenda: What Should the Global Education Agenda be after 2015: Post-EFA and Post-

ESD

– Commission 1: New Strategies for EFA 

– Commission 2: New Strategies for ESD

I.4. Model UNESCO General Conference
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Country Commission 1: EFA Commission 2: ESD

Australia
Jaehwal Kim Julia Agvaantseren

Uyanga Usukhbayar Sungmin Kang

Bangladesh Sanghee Park Soohee Yang

Brazil
Woo Yee Jang Soo Hyun Cho

Youngjoo Park Delgersuren Dashdorj

China Yeonjae Hwang
Yangbei He

Ji Hwan Kwon

Finland
Geon Hee Lee Yun Ha Cho
Chung Ho Lee Byul Yi Han

France
Hyeon Seok Park Su Hyen Bae
Sang Eun Yoon Jiyoung Lee

Germany Ga-ram Yoon
Heeyun Kim
Hoseong Lee

India
Tara Nath Adhikari Binod Bhattarai

Yalan Wu Gowoon Lee

Japan
Enkhzul Bat-Erdene

Dai Sato
Jaehee Shin

Mexico
Minjeong Kim Boram Moon

Ho Su Yoon Min Kyung Song

Nigeria
Haolan Chen Aanuoluwapo Afolabi

Naran Otgonbayar Habib Ur Rehman

Republic of Korea
Md. Ibrahim Hye Sung Ahn

Altannaran Zolzaya Eunjo Lee

Republic of South Africa
Battuul Ayurzana Ching-Chun Lin
Moon Jung Yim Sun Young Park

Russian Federation
Hyoin Lee Yoonae Han

Sae Joon Yun Uiseon Yang

United Kingdom Hye Jin Kang
In Seon Kwon

Jong Sung Park

United States of America
Ye Jin Kim Alia

Yoongyu Lee Jean Hwang

Vietnam Chizuru Koma
Ji Hey Jeong

Arisara Vilaisumpan

II.1. Delegation List
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18 UNU-KNCU Global Seminar 2011 Session

Name Nationality School

Alia Australian Macquari University; Charles Sturt University

Adhikari, Tara Nath Nepali
Kyung Hee University Graduate school of 

Pan Pacific International Studies

Afolabi, Aanuoluwapo Nigerian Ajou University

Agvaantseren, 

Uranchimeg Julia
Mongolian Chonbuk National University

Ahn, Hye Sung Korean Yonsei University Graduate School of Education

Ayurzana, Battuul Mongolian Chonbuk National University

Bae, Su Hyen Korean Seoul National University

Bat-Erdene, Enkhzul Mongolian National University of Mongolia

Bhattarai, Binod Nepali Ibarki University

Chen, Haolan Chinese Hunan University

Cho, Soo Hyun Korean Hankuk University of Foreign Studies

Cho, Yun Ha Korean Seoul National University

Dashdorj, Delgersuren Mongolian National University of Mongolia

Han, Byul Yi Korean Seoul National University

Han, Yoonae Korean Seoul National University

He, Yangbei Chinese University of Changsha

Hwang, Jean Korean Kookmin University

Hwang, Yeonjae Korean Ewha Women’s University

Ibrahim, Md. Bangladesh University of Seoul

Jang, Woo Yee Korean Kyungwon University

Jeong, Ji Hey Korean Kang Won National University

Kang, Hye Jin Korean Korea University

Kang, Sungmin Korean Yonsei University

Kim, Heeyun Korean Korea University

Kim, Jaehwal Korean Hankuk University of Foreign Studies

Kim, Minjeong Korean Pusan University of Foreign Studies

Kim, Ye Jin Korean Indiana University Bloomington

Koma, Chizuru Japanese Kanda University of International Studies

II.2. Delegation Information
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Kwon, In Seon Korean Korea University

Kwon, Ji Hwan Korean Daegu National University of Education

Lee, Chung Ho Korean Soongsil University

Lee, Eunjo Korean Hankuk University of Foreign Studies

Lee, Geon Hee Korean Korea University

Lee, Gowoon Korean Ajou University

Lee, Hoseong Korean Dongseo University

Lee, Hyoin Korean Kang Won National University

Lee, Jiyoung Korean Seoul National University

Lee, Yoongyu Korean Chungbuk National University

Lin, Ching-Chun Taiwanese Nang Gung Senior High School

Moon, Boram Korean Chungnam National University

Otgonbayar, Naran Mongolian National University of Mongolia

Park, Hyeon Seok Korean Kookmin University

Park, Jong Sung Korean Sungkyunkwan University

Park, Sanghee Korean Soongsil Univesity

Park, Sun Young Korean Sogang University

Park, Youngjoo Korean Soongsil Univesity

Sato, Dai Japanese Keio University

Shin, Jaehee Korean Sookmyung Women’s University

Song, Min Kyung Korean Korea University

Ur Rehman, Habib Pakistan Kyunghee University

Usukhbayar, Uyanga Mongolian Kookmin University

Vilaisumpan, Arisara Thai Mahidol University Interntional College

Wu, Yalan Chinese Hunan University & Konkuk University

Yang, Soohee Korean Hanyang University

Yang, Uiseon Korean Korea University

Yim, Moon Jung Korean
Yonsei University Graduate School of 

International Studies

Yoon, Ga-ram Korean Chung-Ang University

Yoon, Ho Su Korean Hankuk University of Foreign Studies

Yoon, Sang Eun Korean Sookmyung Women’s University

Yun, Sae Joon Korean
Ulsan National Institute of 

Science and Technology

Zolzaya, Altannaran Mongolian National University of Mongolia

Name Nationality School
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쭦Lecturers

Mr. HAKEEM, Abdul

Education Advisor & Coordinator of “APPEAL (Asia and Pacific Programme of EFA),”

UNESCO Bangkok Office

Dr. AGINAM, Obijiofor

Academic Programme Officer, United Nations University

Ms. HELIN, Leotes Lugo

Assisstant Programme Specialist, UNESCO Bangkok Office

Dr. CHOI, Mee Young

ESD Team Leader & Programme Specialist in Education, UNESCO Office in Jakarta

쭦Advisors

Prof. CLAMMER, John

Visiting Professor, United Nations University

Dr. CHUNG, Utak

Assistant Secretary-General, Korean National Commission for UNESCO

Ms. CHOINZON, Narantsatsral

Information & Monitoring Officer, Mongolian National Commission for UNESCO

Ms. LEE, Sun-kyung 

Head of International Relations Team, Korean National Commission for UNESCO 

II.3. Lecturers & Advisors
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쭦Secretariat

Jongjin Song

Hae-Jae Oh

Yoonsoo Chang

Susan Eunyoung Park

Dongwook Seoh

쭦Chairs 

Plenary

Juhyun Kwon

Louis Inho Kim

Commission 1

Seoeun Lee

In Hwa Yeom

Kang Hoon Han

Commission 2

Jaehee Park

Yunseok Lee

Hyung Il Hahn

II.4. Organizing Staffs
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III.1. Keynote Lecture 1: EFA 
Mr. Abdul Hakeem

III.2. Keynote Lecture 1: ESD 
Dr. Obijiofor Aginam

III.3. Keynote Lecture 2: EFA 
Ms. Leotes Lugo Helin

III.4. Keynote Lecture 2: ESD 
Dr. Mee Young Choi

III. Lectures
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Mr. Abdul Hakeem

Education Advisor & Coordinator of “APPEAL”

UNESCO Bangkok Office

“History and Background of EFA”

Mr. Abdul Hakeem is the Education Advisor &

Coordinator of “APPEAL (Asia and Pacific Pro-

gramme of EFA)” at UNESCO’s Asia and Pacif-

ic Regional Bureau for Education (UNESCO

Bangkok Office). One of his key responsibilities

at the UNESCO Bangkok Office is the coordi-

nation of EFA in the Asia and Pacific region. 

A citizen of Maldives, he received his education

(Bachelor of Education and Master of Education) at the University of Western Australia. His

areas of specialty are teacher education, curriculum development and distance learning. 

Prior to taking up his appointment at the UNESCO Bangkok Office in January 2000, Mr. Hakeem

was Deputy Minister of Education in the Maldives, a position which he held for over eight years. As

Deputy Minister of Education he was responsible for overseeing and providing professional leader-

ship in a number of areas and directing national projects in educational planning, teacher educa-

tion, curriculum development and continuing education. He also served as Secretary-General

of the Maldives National Commission for UNESCO. 

Earlier, Mr. Hakeem had worked at other high levels of responsibility in several key positions in

the education sector in the Maldives. They included the posts of Director of the Institute for

Teacher Education and, later, Director of Educational Planning at the Ministry of Education. He

III.1. Keynote Lecture 1: EFA
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began his career as a teacher in a leading school in the Maldives where he later served as Princi-

pal for over three years. 

During the period of his service with the Government of Maldives, Mr. Hakeem also served on

a number of national committees and commissions including those dealing with issues of chil-

dren, environment and educational policy.

26 UNU-KNCU Global Seminar 2011 Session
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Dr. Obijiofor Aginam

Academic Programme Officer

United Nations University

“ESD – The Role of Education in 
Achieving Sustainable Development”

Dr. Obijiofor Aginam was educated in Nigeria

and Canada. He holds a Bachelor of Laws

(magna cum laude) from the University of

Nigeria; Master of Laws from Queen’s Universi-

ty in Kingston, Canada; and a Ph.D. from the

University of British Columbia, Canada. Before

joining the UNU Institute for Sustainability

and Peace (UNU-ISP), he held a tenured acad-

emic position as Associate Professor of Law at

Carleton University in Ottawa, Canada, where

he taught and researched emerging global

issues that cut across globalization, global governance of health and environmental issues,

South-North relations, international organizations, and Third World Approaches to Interna-

tional Law.

Regulatory and governance approaches to emerging and re-emerging global environmental

and health issues are the major focus of Dr. Aginam’s research. He has held numerous research

fellowships and won major competitive research grants on global environmental and health

governance topics focusing on the impact of these global issues on “Third World” peoples and

societies. He researches natural resource management and conflicts in developing countries

focusing on the role of Transnational Corporations in the pursuit of sustainable development,

III.2. Keynote Lecture 1: ESD 
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governance and transparency in the extractive industry sectors of resource-rich African and

Latin American countries.

He has been a consultant for many international organizations, including the World Health

Organization on aspects of trade and global health and the Food and Agriculture Organization

of the UN (FAO) on the regulatory framework for food safety, food security, biotechnology and

biodiversity in developing countries. In the latter capacity, he worked as a member of the FAO

Expert Legal and Policy Group on the review of intellectual property rights, food safety laws,

and sanitary and phyto-sanitary measures in Bangladesh and other developing and least-devel-

oped country Member-States of the FAO.
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Ms. Leotes Lugo Helin

Assistant Programme Specialist

UNESCO Bangkok Office

“Current Status and Challenges of EFA”

Ms. Leotes Lugo Helin is the Assistant Pro-

gramme Specialist for the UNESCO Institute for

Statistics (UIS). She is based in the UNESCO

Asia and Pacific Regional Bureau for Education

in Bangkok.

Her main area of work is to support the region-

al coordination of the EFA global initiative. She

also assists in the implementation of the UIS

statistical capacity building support to coun-

tries in Asia and the Pacific.

Ms. Helin joined UNESCO in 2005. She first served as an information and communications

manager for the UIS-Assessment, Information

Systems, Monitoring and Statistics (AIMS)

Unit of UNESCO Bangkok.

Prior to joining UNESCO, Ms. Helin worked

as an economic journalist in the Philippines,

her home country. She worked as a reporter

and later as an editor for Business World Pub-

lishing Corp. from 1995 to 2004. She has won

III.3. Keynote Lecture 2: EFA
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several awards for investigative journalism. She also trained with Reuters Thomson in London

(1999) and with Asahi-Shimbun in Japan (2001).

Ms. Helin’s education background is in economics and public administration. She earned her

degree from the University of the Philippines. She also has certificates in development commu-

nication and project management, among others. 
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Dr. Mee Young Choi

ESD Team Leader & Programme Specialist in Education

UNESCO Office in Jakarta

“Education for Change
in a Changing World: Past, Present and Future”

Dr. Mee Young Choi is the ESD Team Leader & a Pro-

gramme Specialist in Education at the UNESCO Office in

Jakarta, overseeing ESD projects in particular. 

She has considerable experience in international education

and environmental in both research and policy research

projects. 

Dr. Choi has also been involved in diverse educational and environmental policy processes at the

national, regional and global levels. She has played a leading role in the organisation of regional and

international workshops, seminars, forums and meetings, specifically focusing on Capacity Building,

Environmental Education, ESD, Education for Green Growth and Education for Climate Change. 

As the regional coordinator of Partnership for Education and Research about Responsible Living

(PERL) in Asia and the Pacific, she has been actively involved in the promotion of Education for

Sustainable Consumption as part of the ESD project in both the research field and policy arena. 

It is noticeable that Dr. Choi has received

many awards for education for excellence in

Science Education and Environmental Edu-

cation. For instance, she was awarded the

Rosalind Driver Studentship as the first

Asian overseas from King’s College London

in the UK.  

III.4. Keynote Lecture 2: ESD
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IV.1.  Summary of Debates

 

30 June 2011, Thursday

From 9:00 am to 11:00 am

Plenary Session

Chairperson 

 

Joohyun Kwon

Opening Speech Session

General Policy Debate

For Opening Speech Session, all 17 Delegations were present.

The Opening Speech Session was in the first plenary session. All

Delegations were given 6 to 8 minutes to deliver their speeches.

Many of the Delegations used this time to address their national

policies and other efforts to promote Education for All and Educa-

tion for Sustainable Development. 

The order of speakers were as follows:

Australia, Bangladesh, Brazil, China, Finland, France, Germany,

India, Japan, Mexico, Nigeria, Republic of Korea, Republic of South

Africa, Russian Federation, United Kingdom, United States of

America and Vietnam.

IV.1. A. Summary of Debates (Plenary Session #1)

Summary

Items considered

Debate status
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30 June 2011, Thursday

From 1:30 pm to 4:00 pm

1st Concurrent Commission Session

Chairperson In-Hwa Yeom

1st Concurrent Commission Session, Session 1

General Policy Debate

Roll Call Result: 15 Present, 2 Present & Voting

Speaker’s Lt:

1) Finland

2) India

3) ROK

4) Australia

5) Nigeria

6) Russian Federation -> POI - South Africa, ROK

7) China

8) Finland

9) France

* Motion: Finland -> Unmoderated Caucus

1) USA: Awareness through campaigns

2) Bangladesh: Country stance and introduce programs 

3) India: Focus on investments, actions

4) Mexico: Specialized Programs  ->POI – Finland

5) South Africa: Teacher training programs, both high and low

levels of education ->POI – Mexico

6) Germany: global campaign, donations finance

7) ROK: NGOs to Facilitate Community Level (in developing

countries) Russian Federation – Facilities ex) computers

8) India: Cut Military expenses for financing -> POI – China,

S.Africa

9) Russian Federation: Unmoderated Caucus, Duration of 10

minutes until 3:07

IV.1. B. Summary of Debates (Concurrent Commission Sessions – EFA)

Summary

Items considered

Debate status
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30 June 2011, Thursday

From 1:30 pm to 4:00 pm

1st Concurrent Commission Session

Chairperson Kang Hoon Han

1st Concurrent Commission Session, Session 2

Agenda Policy Debate (strategies to implement EFA, teaching

methods, introduction of draft resolutions, emphasis on different

kinds of education [basic education, multicultural education])

Roll Call Result: 15 Present, 2 Present & Voting

Speaker’s List

1) ROK 

2) Japan: UNESCO and NGOs should offer internship programs

to teachers to improve the quality of their teaching 

3) Finland: Suggests hierarchical order of the subjects of curricu-

lum: UNESCO -> cluster of nations -> nation itself -> to better

regional strategies on EFA

* POI 

1) ROK 

 

Q: how to train the teachers?

A: instruct and guide teachers on their teachings based on the

hierarchical system.

4) India: Education promotes equality, freedom, justice in the

world.

For a big portion of population India are illiterate, India is will-

ing to participate in this agenda.

5) Nigeria: Suggests countries should collaborate to help and pre-

vent -> children those who are enrolled in or dropped out of

schools. 

* POI

1) India: Q: how are you going to establish data and information?

A: international organizations and the government will do

research and identify those who are in need of help.

Items considered

Debate status

Summary
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Summary

6) Brazil: Brazil has domestic financial problems.

7) China: Questions on the direction of UNESCO after the year

2015

8) Vietnam: Due to a lack of knowledge on teaching, Vietnam is

looking forward to improving teaching methods.

9) Finland: Finland suggests sending teachers and offering already

developed teaching methods in Finland, hoping other nations

receive and adopt the system Finland provides.

* POI

1) Mexico: Q: financial problems ex. transportation fees?

A: will be provided starting from short distances

Speaker’s List - 2

1) UK: Supports the idea of Finland hoping to spread the TFC sys-

tem efficiently around the world through the method that Fin-

land has suggested.

2) ROK

* POI

1) UK: Q: how are you going to prevent corruption bet. NGOs?

A: ROK is willing to participate in monitoring NGOs; evaluate

transparency of NGOs.

2) India: Q: Are there specific cases of ROK helping other nations? 

A: Korea’s already working with some NGOs to offer schools in

the countryside

3) India: Funding from developed nations as well as concrete

cooperation from the rest of the world will facilitate achieving

main EFA goals.

* POI

1) ROK: Q: do you recognize that India is one of the countries

that spends a large portion of its budget on national military

defense matters?

A: India spends 6% of its GDP, already satisfying the standard

of UNESCO. India is willing to improve the status quo.
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Summary

4) Republic of South Africa: Research on HIV/AIDS and educa-

tion are needed to improve educational environment.

* Motion to hold an ºunmoderated caucus for 10 min. for the pur-

pose of drafting resolutions – proposed by Russian Federation

Speaker’s List – 3

1) Bangladesh: Due to national law, women’s rights to education

are often discouraged.

Supports the idea of Finland to better the domestic situation.

2) India: Emphasizes the need to discuss “post-EFA” goals.

Proposes “7 years of excessive goal far-out” and would like to

debate on this for the rest of the sessions.

3) ROK: Questions the transparency of concerning donor nations

and NGOs.

4) Australia: Hoping to enlarge the scope of goals to the world

5) India: Hopes to bring “7-year schooling” to the table 

* POI

1) ROK: Q: if the suggested plan is to be done in a compulsory

manner, would that be helpful for developing nations?

A: It is aimed at universal primary education and solving the

problem of overwhelming illiteracy in the world. The plan

will enhance the goals of EFA. 

2) China: Q: how will the plan be realied?

A: the plan will be launched with a-year-long program at first,

as a pilot and then the duration will be extended step by step

if it is successful.

6) ROK: Hopes to improve the transparency

* POI

1) India: Q: what aspect of education, formal or nonformal, do

you focus on?

A: ROK emphasizes monitoring NGOs that are involed with

formal schoolings

7) Vietnam: For Vietnam comprises various ethnic groups, Viet-

nam pursues inter-cultural education.
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Summary

8) Nigeria: hopes to promote universal basic education which is

comprised of 6 years of primary education and 3 years of junior/

secondary education.

9) USA: Emphasizes the importance of education on children,

women, ethnic minorities.

10) France: Invest more on industrial development, SOC infra-

structure.

Hopes developed nations to donate for the sake of the im-

provement in the quality of education in the underprivileged

nations.

30 June 2011, Thursday

From 1:30 pm to 4:00 pm

1st Concurrent Commission Session

Chairperson Seoeun Lee

Summary

1st Concurrent Commission Session, Session 3

Agenda Policy Debate (merging draft resolutions, issue of monitor-

ing the status of education, issue of funding programs for global

education)

Roll Call Result: 15 Present, 2 Present & Voting

Speaker’s List - 1

1) Mexico

2) UK: Rather than a compulsory system, an incentive system is 

preferred.

3) Russian Federation: Agrees on the idea of India in general that

we should not really be obsessed with the year 2015.

Yet, focus more on international-level education, monitoring

services, funding issues for concerning organization.

4) Finland

*POI

1) France: Q: how are you going to fund and support the pro-

gram?

Items considered

Debate status
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Summary

A: Finland already has enough teachers and established systems

to provide to countries in need.

5) South Africa: Is reflecting internal and external conflicts of her

country

* POI

1) India: Q: what do you mean by internal and external matters?

A: conflicts within the nation and between other nations.

2) ROK

6) ROK

* POI

1) India: Q: monitoring system already exists within UNESCO.

A: Yes, but the existing system isn’t enough to monitor trans-

parency of concerning NGOs and IGOs and evaluate the

process of education.

7) Japan: Once again emphasizes internship programs offered by

UNESCO to teachers for the sake of overall enhancement in the

quality of education.

Speaker’s List – 2

* On the issue of merging

1) Australia

2) ROK

3) Republic of South Africa

4) Indi
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1 July 2011, Friday

From 9:10 am to 12:30 pm

2nd Concurrent Commission Session

Chairperson Kang Hoon Han

Debate status

Items considered

Summary

2nd Concurrent Commission Session

Item Debate (draft resolutions, amendments)

Roll call

# of present: 15

# of present & voting: 2

Open general debate

5 minutes of unmoderated caucus by chair’s discretion 9:13 ~ 9:18

Speaker’s list (speaking time is 60 sec for this list of speakers, pur-

pose of briefing previous discussion)

1) Australia: cooperate with Bangladesh and Finland, urge other

delegations to support their resolution

2) Bangladesh: because of child labor, many children cannot go

to school (in Bangladesh) 

3) Brazil: postpone their speech (later)

4) China: emphasize global cooperation for the future

5) Finland: working with UK, Vietnam, Bangladesh, Australia/

working more to improve teachers for teachers (teacher educa-

tion) and overall EFA

6) France: Later on

7) Germany: suggested campaign yesterday, support China,

long–term proposal

8) India: supports resolution from China/ but it needs to be

amended

9) Japan: later on

10) Mexico: working in a group

11) Nigeria: support reso from china/ primary and secondary edu-

cation

12) ROK: should bring back 6~7 mil out of school children to the

school
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Summary

* POI

India: what is fruitful? No immediately but think long–term and

also consider developing nation’s situation

China: what is a specific idea to help those children? Later on talk

with ROK in an unmoderated caucus

13) South Africa: access to education for underprivileged chil-

dren/with China

14) Russian Federation

15) UK: support resolution from Finland. If any delegates want to

amend or add their ideas, please approach the group

16) USA

17) Vietnam: support Finland’s teachers for teacher

Brazil:  high quality of urban education

France: support resolution from China

Japan: internship program, ethnic minority problem, support

resolution from Finland education for teacher of rural and

other areas.

Open 2nd speaker’s list

1) China: guideline of unsolved problems, aids bilateral support,

ICTs technology in education, reduce military spending and

enhance funding for education

2) Finland: improving quality of teachers, provide good educa-

tion for people all around the world

5 minute of unmoderate caucus for reading resolution 9:47 ~ 9: 52

*motion to introduce resolution by China (5min) – read out whole

resolution, encouraging other delegations to participate in the dis-

cussion and for open to any amendment

*POI

USA: difference between clause 8, 3 sub a / but china mentioned

the contents of each clause

Vietnam: How to achieve gender equality? / please submit amend-

ment

Finland: What is the Pre–primary Education Initiative? / promote

pre–primary education, early child education
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Summary

France: What can be realized by 2020? What can be reached with

the full cooperation of each nation’s effort

India: sub a) of clause 3 and 8 is the same meaning? 8 more local

level not other organizations like NGOs

Speaker’s list (3rd)

India: aiming all 6 goals is not talking about post EFA strategies 2,

4 /5(ICT). We need more than ICT, itself, it cannot be a solution

USA: better infra and new technologies can be used to fight for

poverty

*motion for unmoderated caucus from India for 15 min from

10:13~10: 28

Break time: 10:30~10:47

*motion to introduce an amendment by CHINA strike out opera-

tive clause 8

Speak for this amendment – India: encourage to support the

amendment to other delegations

Close debate on the amendment – substantive vote: 10 votes for, 7

votes abstain: amendment to strike out operative clause passes

*motion to introduce an amendment by INDIA add new operative

clause #9 which reads; promoting gender empowerment to elimi-

nate gender discrimination in schools and educational programs

INDIA: Gender equality goals – by this clause, we can reach our

goals more easily

* POI of amendment by CHINA: 

ROK: how to achieve gender equality? It is just policy guideline

Vice president: the problem is HOW to solve gender discrim-

ination, the “program” needs to be specified

Delegate of INDIA asks more minutes to specify the amendment

Due to the chair’s discretion, this amendment is automatically

failed.

Speaker’s list (4th)

ROK: urge Finland to introduce another resolution for fruitful

debate
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Summary

South Africa: appreciate to China’s resolution

*motion for unmoderated caucus by Russian Federation for mak-

ing resolution and amendment duration of 10 minutes 11:13~11:

23

*motion to introduce an amendment by INDIA to add operative

clause 9;

FURTHER REQUESTS member nations to promote gender

empowerment to eliminate gender discrimination in schools and

educational programs by;

a. publishing gender friendly textbooks,

b. providing training to the teachers about importance in gender

equality,

c. assessing gender friendliness of school program on the evalua-

tion process of school,

d. offering sex education to children in order to help them pre-

vent HIV/AIDS diseases, as well as to provide equal education-

al treatment to those who are already infected,

Speech from INDIA has been made

Speak for the amendment; USA – emphasize human rights to be

educated, and importance of bring children back to school who are

out of school 

*POI Finland but due to miscommunication, POI will be raised by

notepaper

Speak against; none

Substantive vote on 2nd amendment; 17 votes for (unanimous

vote) and the amendment passes

*motion to introduce resolution by delegate of Finland

Speech has been made by Finland; 

* Introduction of resolution by delegate of Finland

* POI

1) China; India; USA; Mexico; South Africa; Russia; ROK
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IV.1. C. Summary of Debates (Concurrent Commission Sessions – ESD)

30 June 2011, Thursday

From 1:30 pm to 4:00 pm

1st Concurrent Commission Session

Chairperson Jae Hee Park; Yunseok Lee

Debate status

Items considered

Summary

1st Concurrent Commission Session

Agenda Policy Debate (Establishment of International Schools,

Integration of International Curriculum, Utilization of ICT and

other technologies in ESD)

For Concurrent Commission Session 1, all 17 Delegations were 

present.

Roll call

Sec report

Australia: believes in aiding marginalized people. Advocates fund-

ing for international schools.

USA: Initiative “Energy Star” is well known. advocates programs

used in US for environmental protection. 

France: Believes in global curriculum made by UNESCO. This will

encompass ESD. Online schooling like EBS (ICT).

Finland: Introduces index related to ESD & EFA, similar to a

human development index. “Education Development Index,” so we

can measure developing countries’ situation. 

Nigeria: Is a developing nation and needs poverty alleviation mea-

sures.

Russia: believes in linking sustainable development & education.

agrees with Australia that developed nations should aid developing

countries.

France: unmoderated caucus: solve economic problems 10 minutes.

South Africa: advocates for a multicultural curriculum that is all-

inclusive

Australia: believes that international schools are not only impor-

tant, but local schools with international curriculum 

POI Finland asks how international curriculum will be imple-
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Summary

mented in schools. Germany answers: training skills and tech-

nology. Agrees to work together with Australia

Nigeria asks: is it for developed or developing? 

쮂 both since it combines EFA & ESD. 

India: probono = teacher training program by volunteers. UNESCO

can initiate program by bringing volunteers from developed coun-

tries. So can benchmark what other countries have.

France: collaborated with Nigeria on the idea of creating a body in

government that focuses on SD (modeled after the SNU “green lead-

ership certificate”)

Russia: seconds the utilization of ICT technology as suggested by

France to promote international curriculum. 

Finland: suggests a transparency index to redress the problem of

poverty brought up by Nigeria talked.

POI Australia: what organization will organize this? 

쮂 UNESCO

USA: should have a broader network of informal education 

China: UNESCO can encourage developing countries to use NGOs

and multinational corporations in order to make progress on ESD.

A possible strategy is to reconfigure a new teacher salary to encour-

age teachers to venture into rural areas.

Australia: advocates teaching training to include multicultural

awareness, issues of global consequence

Vietnam: does not think that developed countries should give

charity to developing countries, but rather, suggest a triangle sys-

tem that is of mutual benefit. Calls for regional cooperation. 

UK: calls for the cooperation of schools, communities, and corpo-

rations.

Germany: introduces Germany’s official policies.

ROK and Australia: pushes for ICT and other technology in imple-

menting international curriculum and lifelong education

Mexico: citizens need to be made aware of currently existing social

problems in order to effect change

Brazil: echoes China that teachers need to be trained and then

compensated in order to strengthen higher institutions and create

channels for people to exchange more information and actualize

ESD
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Nigeria: education development index is good. ICT, international

schools, NGO, media, training teachers – everything should be

within EDI(education development index)

UK: discuss freely, unmoderated caucus, 10 min.

Russia: more support in favor of using technology to help create

ESD. 

Bangladesh: informal education is unclear. NGOs can help but we

must make sure it is of good quality. 

France: concerned that the creation of international schools will

only marginalize poor people who cannot afford to attend and

become an elitist, private institution

Australia: agrees and thinks international schools should be open

to all

India: supports Russia. Governments should educate the youth.

Can Australia take this into consideration? 

Nigeria: unmoderated caucus, 10 min

Australia: collaborated with Nigeria and thinks NGOs should super-

vise education in developing nations and nations with corrupt sys-

tems. Also supports internet technology for ESD implementation. 

Russia: calls for cooperation in creating a “dual level working

force.” NGOs can teach teachers and distribute human resources.

2nd level is making education system in reality like Brazil said.

Finland: seconds the EDI that Vietnam proposed. EDI can make

regional cooperation more systematic. Would like to define more

roles developed nations can play.

UK: encourages utilizing textbooks in education to raise public

awareness. Also seconds international curriculum within schools.

Nigeria: supports global curriculum for developing nations

Australia: supports global curriculum because it will train people

to become skillful workers

France: will explain special partnership relating to global curricu-

lum. UK & France partnership so students can visit suburbs, ener-

gy efficient houses… vocational training should be part of global

curriculum, agree with Nigeria. 

Nigeria: unmoderated caucus, 20 min, write resolution. 
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1 July 2011, Friday

From 9:00 am to 12:30 pm

2nd Concurrent Commission Session

Chairperson Hyung Il Hahn

Debate status

Items considered

Summary

2nd Concurrent Commission Session

Agenda Policy Debate (International Curriculum, Teacher Train-

ing, Facilitation of Teaching Methods)

For Concurrent Commission Session 2, all 17 Delegations were

present.

Roll call

France: Merged with Australia. Global curriculum is standard edu-

cation. International curriculum is advanced curriculum. It will a

revised version of existing curriculum that considers all subjects for

primary education and includes even indigenous cultures.

South Africa: would like to remind conference of cultural diversity;

the importance of including minorities in education

India: would like to thank Australia for agreeing with Global cur-

riculum. UNESCO can advance these issues and educate people. 

Finland: Merged with France.

Russia: Education and Sustainable Development must be linked. A

human resource channel is necessary so that people can teach and

share their skills. 

Australia: International curriculum. India supports, as long as

water, Bangladesh, supports, as long as curriculum teaches teachers

as well, Russia will provide tech & human resources, USA, agreed as

well.  

Germany: ESD curriculum can help raise awareness towards Sus-

tainable Development. 

Russia: propose climate change curriculum. 

M (suspend, 10min )

ROK: 10min, explain their resolution. 

Roll Call (16,0,1)

M (suspend) – due to chair’s discretion the request to suspend

debate is denied since formal debate is necessary
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Nigeria: responsible developed country care about fund, not easy

to transfer without strong support of donor countries, let’s pro-

mote transparency.

China: lifestyle based on community, necessity of connection of

communities, open to all residents and schools including in the

marginalized areas for minorities. UNESCO has invited profession-

als to lecture for these community centers on SD. Specialists as

well. 

France: Germany’s question. How global different from IB. also

applies to primary and secondary, IB is not global, not many schools

adopted. Support US, China – partnership activities, in-school cam-

paigns and outside activities receiving helped by UNESCO institu-

tional programs. Ideas influence each other.

Australia: recommendation from India; add something to int’l cur-

riculum, regarding water but also add energy, sanitation, culture

and so on. response to Brazil. int’l curriculum try to link EFA and

ESD in specific environment where diverse cultures co-exist, help-

ing understanding of different cultures. 

Mexico: outsider. identity education, help socialization, campaign

and advertisements for self-identification. 

Russia: mechanism of the channel – climate change, human resources

channel solves carbon neutral problem. reforestation, scholars and

technologic experts(personnel) sent, needs incentives, utilize the

existing carbon market of Kyoto protocol for post-Kyoto protocol.

South Africa: idea of education centers in ethnic residents agreeing

to China, ethnic spots are not commercial, if it is turned commer-

cial then they will only become tourist spot like a zoo. governments

incorporate onto their agenda seriously.

Australia: response to Brazil; side effect of int’l curriculum. ques-

tion of identity, international curriculum is not uniting all educa-

tion but it is only a category of many existing educational curricu-

lum. (POI)

쮂 Germany: how can UNESCO suggest nations to adopt int’l

curriculum where they cannot afford 

쮂 All nations as the ability to adopt the program is the matter

of awareness 

France: solutions from UK and so on. wishes to a holistic resolu-

tion, curriculum issues,  partnership, media infrastructure, cultural
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Summary

diversity, adopting policies from all countries. 

US- M (Unmoderated, 15min)

Resume to formal debate

Speaker’s List 

Republic of Korea: focus on the issue of teacher training, currently

existing programs ASPnet, 8500 institutions have participating in

the program–revitalization of the program, facilitate exchange of

information. 

India: agree with ASPnet, facilitation of teaching methods. 

Nigeria: appreciate different ideas, i.e. China-environmental, but

we have to realize that fundamental source of education is poverty,

we have get media as a mechanism to address poverty issues for the

sake of education. Empower the influence of media

POI
쮂 USA: what aspect should media focus on?

쮂 disseminate all information, not specific field. for example,

US empowered a company of media for more dissemination

of information. 

Nigeria: country result for ESD funding. international curriculum

time to make education  known by people through media for Last

developed countries. 

Russia: proposes again HR channel. UNDP report 2006 suggests

water crisis is related to poverty, water scarcity is issue of urgency.

Water expert go to struggling areas, using natural water infrastruc-

ture, like pond river, to substitute dam. 

Nigeria: SNS media for promotion of ESD and also stress NGOs.

Two directions, government and media. PO
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IV.1. D. Summary of Debates (Joint Meeting)

1 July 2011, Friday

From 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm

Joint Meeting

Chairperson Louis Inho Kim

Debate status

Items considered

Summary

Joint Conference

Item Debate (operative clauses), Reports from EFA Commission

and ESD Commission

Roll Call

India: incorporate the issue of education poverty

Australia: pointing out ambiguous point (MEDC) in EFA resolution.

China: MEDC is defined term.

India: how can u make it more standard?

쮂 make developed nations come up with definitions

what are incentives?

쮂 government & officials should also integrate incentives.

France: Op 2. doesn’t bring much info about program itself. Op 9.

vague “gender friendly” is vague. May be forcedly applied. 

Russia: Op 2. violates national sovereignty. nation can spend $

wherever it wants. unfeasible. even if decrease military, doesn’t

mean increase spending on education. 

Australia: The term, “excessive” what do you think?

쮂 excessive = subjective.

India: we should consider differently standards depending on the

country’s economic strength. 

India: Thanks to Russia for point. Sovereignty lies in the people not in

the government. we should care for the people not the governments.

Nigeria: clause 4. donations. Several countries donate money but it

usually misused due to corruption. Afghanistan is an example.

Countries should be the core of education in their own countries. 

China: Op 7. National security is very important. Many problems.

Cannot force countries to reduce military spending. 

South Africa: EFA does not lend itself to specific cases because situ-

ation may different from country to country. 
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IV. 1. E. Summary of Debates (Plenary Session #2)

2 July 2011, Saturday

From 9:00 am to 11:30 am

Plenary Session

Chairperson Louis Inho Kim

Debate status

Items considered

Summary

Closing Plenary Session

Closing Discussion on Operative Clauses, Vote on Draft Resolution

Finland: M (Introduce Resolution)

Finland: introduction speech

France: Op 9. many LEDCs don’t have elect.

쮂 how do you implement? 

UK: Op. 8. I don’t understand. Could you clarify?

쮂 it is concerned with NGOs. 

Australia: Op. clause 10-b in EFA is doubtful of GDP. UNESCO

cannot scrutinize GDP? 

Nigeria: How can you change from GDP into something else?

쮂 change it

Finland: are you aware of amendment on clause 10? 

쮂 Yes. 

India: tell us some calculations, not just words.

France: support resolution for ESD. merge op. 5, 6 for EFA

India: we cannot act just for entertainment. will become like Kyoto

Protocol.

ROK: mitigation strategy. how will countries exchange strategies? 

South Africa: ESD Op. 8. This shows education is not only in

schools but also in other methods such as internships. 

USA: Too many races in USA for all of this education.

China: Why are you concerned about this?

쮂 US has many different ethnic groups

Russia: sub (b) subsub (i) each country is different. 

France: Op 10. ESD. Index is essential to evaluate ESD. 
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Germany: idea to merge. send us a note please.

ROK: 

Nigeria: op. 4 EFA. It is feasible to merge since they are basically

talking about the same thing.

India: 4=marginalized children. the other is about military

budget. 

쮂 Same thing. Decrease military budget, increase marginalized

children.

France: USA, Finland, France are merging various clauses in both

EFA 5, 6 and ESD 2, 3, 5, 9, 11-b.

South Africa: Ethnic group number? Need to protect ethnic diver-

sity. this is so countries can reduce tensions between different

groups. 

advisor feedback:

EFA9=gender equality

EFA/ESD10=same kind of issue

ESD9/EFA11=overlap 

Chairperson has advised: Think about what is distinctive and what

you want to keep. 

Try not to talk too much about less important issues. 

Look for commonalities
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IV.2.  Final Resolution

AGENDA: New Strategies for Post-EFA and Post-ESD 2015 

PROPOSED BY: FINLAND 

SUPPORTED BY: FRANCE, CHINA, INDIA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

SIGNATORIES: UNITED KINGDOM, SOUTH AFRICA, MEXICO, RUSSIAN FEDERATION,

BRAZIL, NIGERIA, JAPAN 

RECALLING that in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), the International

Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), and the Convention on the

Rights of the Child (CRC), the right of every individual to education is recognized as inalien-

able, 

FURTHER RECALLING the Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (DESD) and

resolution 3/52 of 29 October 1997, approved by the Third Committee on 6 November 1997, in

which the six goals of Education For All (EFA) are proclaimed, 

FULLY ALARMED that the deadline to reach the goal by 2015 is imminent and urgent in set-

ting new goals after 2015, 

RECOGNIZING the United Nations Educational, Scientific, Cultural Organization (UNESCO)

Association Schools Project Network, which incorporates different countries with various

backgrounds, creating an ambiance eligible for improving the quality of Education for Sustain-

able Development (ESD), with 9,000 UNESCO educational institutions existing in approxi-

mately 180 countries, 

TAKING INTO CONSIDERATION the goals of EFA and ESD, which can be achieved by creat-

ing a new measurement for EFA and ESD, focusing on Information and Communications

Technology (ICT) education, increasing funding for the movement, raising public awareness,

promoting sustainable development themes in education, and improving the accessibility and

quality of education, 
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1. PROPOSES 2015-2025 to be the Decade of Education for Education Development and

Education for All; 

2. REQUESTS UNESCO to introduce Education Development Index (EDI), which consists of:

a) a category for EFA with criteria originating from the official five pillars of EFA, which

are: 

i) Early Childhood Care and Education that will be measured by: education level of

mothers, number of children in the age range divided by the number of pre-schools

in the nation, 

ii) Universal Primary Education that will be measured by: enrollment and completion

rate of primary education, 

iii) Life skills that will be measured by: comparison of unemployment rate between the

educated and uneducated population, 

iv) Literacy that will be measured by: literacy rate, 

v) Gender equality that will be measured by: male/female ratio in primary education

and in higher education, and a comparison of literacy rates for males and female, 

b) a category for ESD to evaluate the degree of incorporation of criteria in national educa-

tion policy and curriculum originating from the official list of ESD elements from ESD,

which are: 

i) social elements including human rights, peace, national security, gender equality,

cultural diversity, health and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) & acquired

immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), and governance, 

ii) environmental elements including natural resources, climate change, rural develop-

ment, sustainable urbanization, and disaster prevention and relief, 

iii) economic elements including poverty reduction, responsibilities of cooperation, and

market economy; 

3. CALLS UPON UNESCO to develop an online learning network that provides high-quality

educational resources and develops a foundational network containing: 

a) the UNESCO Associated Schools Project Network section including: 

i) ESD experts and scholars of each region giving and recording ESD lectures for stu-

dents of UNESCO Associated Schools, 

ii) UNESCO’s awarding projects that have promoted education for sustainable develop-

ment regarding climate change, water shortage, fossil fuel depletion, natural disas-

ters, cultural diversity, 

iii) governments awarding and advertising innovative ideas related to ESD as well as

award winning ASPnet project ideas, 

iv) ASPnet monitoring energy use and reporting the results online, 
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b) online lectures based on the reoriented textbooks and learning materials including sus-

tainable development themes focusing on primary and secondary education, 

c) high school level online lectures on Advanced Placed (AP) Environmental Science and

International Bachelor (IB) Global Awareness as the first step towards an ICT based

higher-level education, 

d) the UNESCO Cooperative Union (name of a section on the website), which shares infor-

mation about utilizing ICT in educational in both the developing and developed nations

in ways such as: 

i) distribution of life skills education in the agriculture and fishing sector by providing

practical knowledge regarding cultivation of environment friendly crops, 

ii) creating seminars in which experts and professionals will lecture about sustainable

development in agriculture, fishing, etc., 

iii) creating partnerships between cities in developing countries and cities in developed

countries for active donation of used computers in school districts for introducing

and developing ICT education; 

4. SUGGESTS countries to encourage informal schooling and educate children from margin-

alized groups such as those in local shelters, juvenile centers and hospitals by: 

a) introducing Teacher Assigned Homeschooling (TAH), where retired teachers are desig-

nated to children in need and give feedbacks on home school material, which could be

operated in the following two ways, according to the level of the ICT infrastructure in

countries, by: 

i) using postal service, with the fees supported by the government, and setting deadline

for students to finish the school material and send to the assigned teacher regularly,

and the teacher should provide feedback in a timely manner, 

ii) utilizing online based programs where sufficient ICT infrastructure exists, 

b) introducing the Teach Wisely Program, an online communication teaching program

between teachers or professional volunteer including retirees, with a student who wishes

to learn from the UNESCO online web portal; 

5. CALLS UPON member nations to raise public awareness of ESD and EFA initiatives by: 

a) holding regular seminars for the media to encourage spreading ESD and EFA-related

programs through mass media, 

b) sponsoring public campaigns, international festivals, and other events for the general

public to encourage participation from the public through diverse means such as the

casting of renowned individuals and celebrities in promotion of the campaign under title

of UNESCO, 
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c) awarding outstanding projects promoting ESD and EFA from schools, teachers, private

institutions, etc. around the world by: 

i) reporting the Ministry of Education of each country of awarded projects, 

ii) advertising awarded projects through the media, 

iii) encouraging UNESCO to approve 1500 models by 2025, 

d) recommending member nations to put further emphasis on cultural diversity, identity,

and pluralism by recommending nations to use multicultural and indigenous perspec-

tives in education: 

i) requesting member nations to improve the quality of the existing agencies to provide

knowledge, strategies, training courses, and to monitor and report on the progress of

the nation, 

ii)recommending member nations to increase the participation rate of students from

diverse backgrounds, 

iii) requesting member nations to establish sustainable development centers in commu-

nities at both urban and rural areas to protect the traditional culture of ethnic

minorities and to imply the idea of sustainable development to every individual, 

e) further requests member nations to promote gender empowerment to eliminate gender

discrimination in schools and educational programs including: 

i) publishing gender neutral textbooks, 

ii) providing training to the teachers about the importance of gender equality, 

iii) accessing gender friendliness of school programs in the evaluation process of

schools, 

f) offering sex education to children in order to help them prevent HIV&AIDS diseases, as

well as to provided equal educational treatment to those who are already infected; 

6. RECOMMENDS member nations to put further emphasis on cultural diversity, identity,

pluralism and gender empowerment to eliminate discrimination in schools and educational

programs by: 

a) recommending nations to use multicultural and indigenous perspectives in education, 

i) requesting member nations to improve the quality of the existing agencies to provide

knowledge, strategies, training courses, and to monitor and report on the progress of

the nation, 

ii) recommending member nations to increase the participation rate of students from

diverse backgrounds, 

iii) requesting member nations to establish sustainable development centers in commu-

nities at both urban and rural areas to protect the traditional culture of ethnic

minorities, and to imply the idea of sustainable development to every individual; 
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b) further requests member nations to promote gender empowerment to eliminate gender

discrimination in schools and educational programs by: 

i) Publishing gender neutral textbooks, 

ii) Providing training to the teachers and communities about the importance of gender

equality, 

iii) Accessing gender neutrality of school programs as part of the school evaluation

process, 

iv) Offering sex education to children in order to help them prevent HIV&AIDS dis-

eases, as well as to provided equal educational treatment to those who are already

infected; 

7. SUGGESTS member nations to cooperate in increasing the enrollment and completion of

primary and secondary education by: 

a) introducing the Pre-primary Education Initiative (PEI), 

b) incorporate a mandatory program to inform students the effects of drug abuse, teenage

pregnancy, and HIV&AIDS so as to empower the marginalized; 

8. RECOMMENDS member nations to improve and ensure qualities of teachers in all levels by: 

a) providing schools with human resources as well as learning materials to the institutions, 

b) some percentage of the teachers trained from the institutions will be teaching the stu-

dents who do not have opportunity to study, 

c) introducing of Teacher for Teacher programs (TTP) for the underprivileged within the

respective nations; 

9. EXPRESSES ITS HOPE that member nations of UNESCO will discuss to refresh the agenda

statement about post-EFA and ESD by 2015 by, 

a) inviting a high level committee for discussion and proper guidelines, 

b) inviting an agenda statement proposal, 

c) coordinating and inventing a new statement before 2015; 

10. ENCOURAGE implementation of an effective financial system to collect aid and financial

support; and dedication of member states to reach sufficient fiscal status for EFA and ESD,

which: 

a) appeals to More Economically Developed Countries (MEDCs) to make further donation

and aid to Less Economically Developed Countries (LECDs), 

b) further appeals to the Newly Industrialized Countries (NICs), which have formally bene-

fitted from the aid of UNESCO, 
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c) calls upon collaboration with international agencies such as the World Bank (WB), the

United Nations Development Program (UNDP) and the International Monetary Fund

(IMF) for efficiency; 

11. FURTHER ENCOURAGES application of the collected funds transparently to alleviate the

corruption problem in developing countries through means of: 

a) aids in construction of educational infrastructure and programs as a replacement of

direct financial aid, 

b) having direct financial aid be monitored by UNESCO; 

12. APPEALS to More Economically Developed Countries (MEDCs) to make further donation

and aid to Less Economically Developed Countries (LEDCs) to reach marginalized children

and encourages Newly Industrialized Countries (NICs) to also participate through coopera-

tion of: 

a) aiding in construction of educational infrastructure and programs as an alternative of

direct financial aid by state nations, 

b) coordination between member states with NGOs where opportunities for international

internships will be provided in order to give experience-oriented education, 

c) governments with private sectors for projects such as gathering up used laptops in the

country that businesses will repair and send to the students in need in other countries; 

13. SUGGESTS that member states refrain from giving financial aid in the long term and: 

a) provide human resources to the underdeveloped countries, 

b) give advice for education policy based on previously successful models, 

c) help training local specialists who will lead EFA and ESD in the future. 
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V.1. List of Visitors

 

Name Gender Nationality School

 

Kyung Hee University 

Graduate School of

Pan Pacific International 

Studies

Su Hyen Bae F Republic of Korea Seoul National University

Jiyoung Lee F Republic of Korea Seoul National University

Yalan Wu F China Hunan University

Name Gender Position

Hae-Jae Oh F Assistant Programme Specialist

Tara Nath Adhikari M Nepal

쭦Korean National Commission for UNESCO

쭦Award Recipients
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Date Estimated Time Schedule

Arrival at Haneda Airport (Tokyo, Japan)

Hotel check-in (Aoyama Tokyu Stay)

Dinner & rest

Breakfast

09:45 Arrive at the United Nations University (UNU)

Briefing on the work & history of UNU

UNU tour: media center, library, etc.

10:00-13:00 Presentation & discussion with director of the ESD in Africa 
programme on UNU and ESD

Informal discussion with UNU faculty involved in related projects 
in South America, etc.

13:00-14:00 Lunch

Visit to the Asia-Pacific Cultural Centre for UNESCO (ACCU)

14:30-16:00 Briefing on the work and history of ACCU

ACCU tour & meeting with ACCU staffs

16:00-18:00 Free time / sightseeing

18:00-19:00 Dinner

Evening Free time / sightseeing

Morning Breakfast

10:00-12:00 Visit the Edo-Tokyo Museum

12:00-13:30 Lunch at the museum

Afternoon Free time / Sightseeing

Evening
Dinner

Free time / sightseeing

Breakfast

Morning Hotel check-out & move to the Airport

Depart from Haneda Airport
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V.2. Schedule

Date   17-20 August, 2011 (4 days 3 nights)

Venue Tokyo, Japan

Timetable of the Study Trip to UNU

2nd Day

18 August

(Thu)

3rd Day

19 August

(Fri)

4th Day
20 August

(Sat)

1st Day

17 August

(Wed)

Afternoon

Evening

Morning
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VI.1. Opening Remarks

VI.2. Closing Remarks

VI.3. Orientation

VI.4. Briefing Sessions

VI.4.A. How to Apply Rules of Procedure

VI.4.B. Writing a Draft Resolution

VI.5. Award Recipients

VI.6. Reports from Participants

VI. Supplementary Documents
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UNU-KNCU Global Seminar 2011 Session

27 June – 2 July

Korea UNESCO Peace Center

Opening Address read on 27 June, 2011

Opening Remarks

Seung-yoon KIM 

 

Assistant Secretary-General (Director) 
Bureau of Planning & Public Relations

On behalf of 

Taeck-soo Chun
Secretary General

Korean National Commission for UNESCO

Distinguished participants, honorary guests, 

It is my distinct pleasure to welcome you to the 2011 edition of the Global Seminar Session. On

behalf of the Korean National Commission for UNESCO, we are proud to host this conference

in conjunction with United Nations University in Japan, as we enter the 9th year of this faithful

partnership.  

I am pleased to address such a diverse group of participants. There are those who have traveled

from far distances to join us here today, and we recognize eleven different countries of origin,

including Rwanda, Nepal, Nigeria, Mongolia, Japan, Bangladesh, China, Australia, Thailand,

Cambodia, and Republic of Korea. I believe in the power of discussion and collaborative thinking

in addressing global challenges, and the varied representation of this group is its unique strength.

Complex modern problems do not require mere leadership but the capacity to be able to dynami-

cally partner and navigate through multiple viewpoints. You will truly integrate a global perspec-

tive as each and every one of you brings a unique insight and background.
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On behalf of the Korean National Commission for UNESCO, I’d like to convey my sincere grati-

tude towards our guest keynote lecturers and advisors who made themselves available to us both

in their time and their expertise. You are an invaluable addition to the seminar, and your contri-

bution will equip our participants and stimulate them to engage in the issues as stakeholders. 

Education is power. It can open doors to opportunities, prepare individuals to enter the work-

place, uplift the impoverished out of their poverty, and provide a voice for the marginalized. Fur-

thermore, education in its essence is not simply about knowledge; it teaches individuals about

doing, being, and interacting with others. Living in relation with others, within the context of an

increasingly interconnected, globalized society, is a reality that we live in. That is why education is

universally recognized as a necessary right – not a local initiative, not a national agenda, but a

global imperative. 155 countries and 150 organizations convened at the 1990 World Conference

for Education for All in Thailand. 164 governments and partners gathered at the 2000 World Edu-

cation Forum in Dakar. The mere number of nations involved in these conferences is a testament

to the unified front of the international community in achieving basic education. 

We are here to propose what next steps we should take in light of the end of the UN Decade of

Education for Sustainable Development, which was designated from 2005 to 2014. The global

education agenda after 2015 is yet to be determined. It is your initiative and your creative vision

that will form a preliminary blueprint of where we should go. I encourage you to take owner-

ship of this fact and actively participate in the process. It is in collaborative dialogue that ideas

are borne into fruition and policies are enacted.

To that end, the Global Seminar is an intensive, enriching five-day long session, not for those

who already know all there is to know about global education and the issue at hand, but for

those who aspire to learn and absorb as much as they can because they are driven by their inter-

est and stake in the issues of Education for All and Education for Sustainable Development. The

Global Seminar will facilitate the articulation and development of an interest in global educa-

tion by providing the exposure that is critical to refine raw curiosity. I hope that the next five

days will be an invaluable learning experience for all of you, and may it become the beginning

of your future as a responsible, conscientious advocates for education. 

To conclude, I would like to express my sincere congratulations to you as participants, as our

future agents of change. Knowledge precedes any kind of action, and the fact that you are seated

before me here today demonstrates that you are on your way to acquiring that knowledge and

effecting change.

I wish you every success in doing so.

Thank you.
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UNU-KNCU Global Seminar 2011 Session

27 June – 2 July

Korea UNESCO Peace Center

Opening Address read on 27 June, 2011

Opening Remarks

John Clammer
Visiting Professor

On behalf of 

Konrad Osterwalder
Rector

United Nations University, Tokyo, Japan

Dear Assistant Secretary-General Kim, distinguished colleagues and participants in the 2011

Korean session of the UNU-KNCU Global Seminar,

I warmly welcome you to this year’s seminar and bring greetings from Prof. Konrad Oster-

walder, Rector of the UNU, whose extremely busy travel schedule makes it impossible for him

to be here with us today.

The Global Seminars are part of the outreach of the UNU and have been running in Japan for

over 20 years and have been held elsewhere in the world – in Hawai’i, Trinidad, and of course in

Korea, where a very successful series organized by the KNCU have been held since 2004.

Throughout this series, KNCU and UNU have been partners in planning and managing the

seminars. The UNU may be less familiar to you. The UNU is an agency of the UN charged with

several main roles. The first of these is carrying out politically unbiased research on pressing

issues of significance to the international community, including work on environmental issues,

human rights, peace and conflict, human security, international cooperation and development

and many other questions. The UNU is headquartered in Tokyo but has many institutes scat-

tered around the world, each working in a particular area of concern – for instance water issues,

disaster prevention and management, natural resources, development economics, dialogue

between civilizations and many others. A second role of the UNU is to be the main interface

between the large UN system and the universities of the world – to share information, under-

take cooperative research and to share expertise. The third is to communicate such research to

the wider world, and the Global Seminars are one of the most important ways in which espe-

cially younger people are brought into contact with the UNU and the UN system as a whole,

and with the issues that its various agencies are concerned.
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This year’s Korean seminar, in the form as you know of a model UNESCO conference, addresses

the very crucial issues of Education for All, and Education for Education for Sustainable Devel-

opment. These issues are not just academic ones but touch on the whole future of mankind and

indeed of life on our planet as a whole. Many people now recognize that education is not only a

fundamental human right but equally one of the keys to a sustainable and fulfilling future for

all the world’s population. I hope that in the coming days, as you act as the delegates of your

assigned countries, that you will seriously address these questions and come up with stimulat-

ing proposals that might indeed be transformed into real policy initiatives. I look forward to

working closely with you in the coming days and wish you all a highly successful and stimulat-

ing seminar.

Thank you.
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UNU-KNCU Global Seminar 2011 Session

27 June – 2 July

Korea UNESCO Peace Center

Closing Address read on 2 July, 2011

Closing Remarks

Taeck-soo Chun
Secretary General

Korean National Commission for UNESCO

Distinguished participants, esteemed speakers and advisors,

We have arrived at the end of our short time here. It is time to congratulate you once again, this

time on reaching a resolution to your discussion.

Your appointed task was not an easy one. It is a daunting task, even for policy-makers and expe-

rienced diplomats, to draft an agenda and set a direction for global education. Often times the

obstacles seem too great, the odds too unlikely, the uneducated too many. It seems easier to

relent to the status quo than it is to experience the frustration of trying to change it. 

Do not let this discourage you. There will always be a motive to quit for those who are looking

for one. The obstacles will always be there. However, they should never be a reason to give up.

They should never legitimize the failure to persevere against the odds or a lack of motivation to

keep on pursuing the goal. 

On your first night, you considered what would comprise the ideal educational system. You cast

your own vision. Now it is up to you to take what you have learned during this seminar and

apply it. It is incumbent upon those who hold the vision of education to seize the opportunity

to actualize it.
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I would like to take this opportunity to thank once again all those involved who have made this

year’s global seminar session successful. All our honorary lecturers, Mr. Hakeem, Ms. Helin, Dr.

Aginam, Dr. Choi, have contributed key information from their professional fields. Our advi-

sors, Dr. Clammer, Dr. Chung, Ms. Lee, and Ms. Choinzon, have been most gracious to join in

the meetings and offer their valuable input. Let us take a moment to applaud them for their

time and insight.

I would further like to extend my appreciation to the chairs and the secretariat who have

worked tirelessly and planned meticulously to ensure the success of the global seminar. Let us

take a moment to recognize their hard work behind the scenes.

I would like to conclude by saying that I am confident that meetings and deliberations such as

these can make an impact in solving real-world problems with local roots. I wish you success in

paving the way for change, not as individuals, but as you have been in the past five days – a uni-

fied team. We hope that you return to your respective homes with a renewed perspective on

education within a global context and maybe even a personal sense of conviction to kindle

reform in the education system. 

We wish you every luck in your future endeavors, and thank you for your kind attention. Please

have a safe return journey and enjoy your remaining time in Korea! 

Thank you.
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UNU-KNCU Global Seminar 2011 Session

27 June – 2 July

Korea UNESCO Peace Center

Closing Address read on 2 July, 2011

Closing Remarks

John Clammer
Visiting Professor

On behalf of 

Konrad Osterwalder
Rector

United Nations University, Tokyo, Japan

Mr. Secretary-General, Colleagues and Participants,

As we come now to the end of this very successful 2011 Global seminar, I am sure that you are

tired, but I hope that you are happy with your efforts and discussions of the last week and will

take away with you many lasting friendships. I want to congratulate you all on your prepara-

tion, hard work during the seminar itself, your good nature and cooperative spirit. Listening to

your debates, I often forgot that you were not really representing the countries to which you had

been assigned!

I hope that you will take away with you today at least two things: an awareness of how interna-

tional conferences actually work and the difficulties of reaching consensus in an often divided

world; and a sense of urgency about the issues that you have been debating. As someone has

rightly said, if the future is not a sustainable one, then we do not have a future.

I hope too that you have seen the importance of imagination in approaching the issues that

confront our world. Imagination is often thought of as being something mainly of relevance in

fields such as the arts or literature. But what is often missing from our international debates is

what I would call “social imagination” – imagination applied creatively to the solution, perhaps

in unconventional ways, of the problems confronting our globe and all its inhabitants, human

and natural. The world is a dynamic and rapidly changing place and I hope too that you have

seen the necessity of updating our policies and approaches so that they continue to remain rele-

vant to the social changes taking place at such a pace in our globalized world. 
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There was a movement amongst university students approaching graduation in the United

States a few years ago to encourage one another to take a pledge to seek employment and a

career in a socially useful field that would contribute in meaningful ways to the positive trans-

formation of the world, and to avoid, whatever the material rewards, careers in fields that would

damage the physical, social or cultural fabric of the world. I hope too that even if informally,

you too will take that pledge after discussing this week the profound issues of providing educa-

tion for all the inhabitants of our globe (something well within our financial and professional

capacities) and ensuring that that education contributes to the creation of a sustainable future

for all of us.

I want to extend my warm thanks to the Chairs, to the Secretariat, which has worked so hard to

plan and to so smoothly and efficiently run the seminar itself, to the staff of the UNESCO Peace

Center and especially the kitchen staff who have fed us so well.

I wish you all a safe journey to your homes or your next destination. You are always welcome to

visit the UNU or any of our institutes. Just mention that you are a graduate of a UNU Global

seminar and you will always be made welcome. Don’t forget that the Charter of the UN begins

with the words “We the Peoples.” It is your organization as much as it is ours to work in it and

try to make it effective.

Thank you!
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My Experiences

Tara Nath Adhikari
Kyung Hee University Graduate School of

Pan Pacific International Studies

I am Tara Nath Adhikari from Nepal. I am pursuing a Masters in International Trade and Eco-

nomic Cooperation with a Concentration on Korean Economy at Kyunghee University. I have

been interested in the UN and UNESCO seminar and conference system. The invitation for the

UNU-KNCU model conference was an exciting moment for me. I took the participation on the

model seminar as an excellent opportunity to expand my horizons in an international organiza-

tion and its system of operation. On the other hand, the agenda of the seminar is very relevant

to me as I am the citizen of a developing country. My country is still striving to achieve univer-

sal primary education and full literacy. For the development of the education system and con-

servation of the natural environment in Nepal, the UN and UNESCO are supporting and coop-

erating with the Government of Nepal. In this regard, my engagement and participation on the

model seminar is the participation to understand more about my country’s educational policies

and strategies. So, the participations on the seminar with a high level of motivation and the

deep internalization of the issues of ESD and EFA have enlightened my insight. These phenom-

enons have happened to me through the comprehensive sessions of the conference. 

The model UNESCO conference has incorporated twenty countries as participant countries.

They are Australia, Bangladesh, Brazil, China, Finland, France, Germany, India, Japan, Mexico,

Nigeria, Republic of Korea, Republic of South Africa, Russian Federation, The United Kingdom,

United States of America, and Vietnam. Among them Bangladesh, Brazil, India, Mexico, and

Nigeria are the countries included in the  E-9 group of countries. E-9 is the group of nine highly

populated developing countries which have not yet achieved Universal Primary Education and

hundred percent adult literacy. More than half of the illiterate people of the world live in E-9. In

this context, I was assigned to represent India in the conference. I had a chance to represent

asone of the E-9 countries. This chance was quite fabulous and fascinating to me because the
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world cannot achieve the goals of EFA and ESD without India. 1.2 billion people lives in India

and 30% of them are still illiterate. This data tells about the importance of Indian policies and

strategies to achieve universal primary education and sustainability of global goods. The stu-

dents from Republic of Korea, Nepal, China, Pakistan, Nigeria, Thailand, Taiwan, Mongolia,

Japan, and Australia were participated in the model seminar to discuss their common future

and the future of coming generations. The seminar was multicultural and global in nature. It

became clear to me that there are so many cultural and perceptive complexities and difficulties

in the negotiation process of the UN system and that reaching a common resolution needs

common understanding of collective objectives. The keynote speakers from different regional

offices of UNESCO, the advisors from UNU and KNCU and student chair groups from reputed

universities, have made the seminar more diverse, cross-cultural and global.

The model UNESCO forum provided for a lively discussion and the chairs displayed a brilliant

mock plenary session that showed the technical procedure of the UNESCO system. They took

one virtual issue of Strawberry related problem and attempted to pass the resolution proposed.

After getting knowledge of the resolution and its procedure, we incepted concurrent commission

meeting and discussed deliberately on diverse issues and challenges of EFA and ESD. Finally, one

resolution passed, followed by a series of amendments, discussions, exchange of ideas, communi-

cation, dialogue, and negotiation. The final resolution alerted me to the peace, prosperity, and

stability that can be established only through the achievements of the goals of EFA and ESD.

The post-2015 goals of Education For All and Education for Sustainable Development are nec-

essary. The coordinating, facilitating and supportive roles of UNESCO for the achievement of

EFA and ESD goals are highly appreciable and needs to continue with reforms within and out-

side UNESCO. The organization of this seminar greatly advanced the need to educate, aware,

and train the future leaders of the global society about UN & UNESCO efforts and shortcom-

ings towards the achievement of Education For All (EFA) and Education for Sustainable Devel-

opment (ESD) and to discuss future policies of education and sustainable development as the

EFA and ESD target year, 2015, is coming soon. The expertise of UNESCO in the education sec-

tor is incredible. 

Finally, I am very much thankful to UNESCO, KNCU, and UNU for providing such an excel-

lent opportunity. The management of the seminar was inspiring. I also learned some manage-

ment skills while participating in the seminar.

I achieved more than what I had expected in the beginning. I am also thankful to the manage-

ment team. Their hard work day and night made the seminar successful. I would like to request

UNU and KNCU to organize this kind of model seminar in years to come. 
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How to Eat a Mango

Su Hyen Bae
Seoul National University

About one day and 16 hours ago, I popped into my widely opened mouth an edible piece of

tropical fruit and savoured the sweet, bitter taste of a mango. Oh, how the small bit of mango

excited my taste buds and sent sparks through my eyes! My tongue had tasted something that I

would always remember as a homely flavor (that I have missed so much staying in England for

the summer). Now sitting down at my foreign desk, looking out the alien window with

unfriendly scenery, I reflect back on my experience at the UNU-KNCU Global Seminar and

realize the similarities between the one week model UNESCO conference and the exploration of

the inside of a mango. 

1. Choosing a ripe mango

From beginning until the end, one thing that never changed about the seminar is the hard work

and effort the participants had to put into the conference. The road to endless work started with

the application in which the applicants had to write about their opinions regarding education for

all or education for sustainable development. Although I did not know what EFA and ESD

meant when I first read the question in the application, after researching, I felt as if I must attend

the conference to advocate for the adaptation of Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s educational philosophy

into the government’s education policies. Before the conference, the four delegates of France met

in Myungdong, the center of downtown Korea, to discuss the position paper. The teamwork and

passion of my fellow delegates fueled the efficiency among us, and we were able to write a lengthy

position paper detailing our solutions for EFA and ESD. It was at that meeting where I had to

give up my support for Rousseau and came up with a more feasible idea for revising the curricu-

lum to encompass more ESD related themes. For EFA, France hoped to launch UNESCO based

schools and support ways to increase the economic power of developing countries. As for ESD,

we focused on ICT education and reorienting the curriculum of the schools. In the course of the

conference, some of our solutions had to be changed or killed because of their impracticality.

The research made it possible to imagine which mango, among all the other mangos, would be

the sweetest and the ripest. Unfortunately, I was not able to pick a soft, fragrant, and a slightly

firm mango, which led to problems I encountered during the conference. To future conference

attendees, I would advise, “Never choose a mango by its color!”
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2. Admiring the outer skin of the mango

A mango is protected by a thick, leathery outer skin called the exocarp. To get to the fleshy

inside, one must slice off the skin. But before we get rid of the gritty leather, let us appreciate its

texture and smell. Imagine a mango, the shape of a miniature snowman, in your hand and grip

the slight curves, feeling the firmness and the softness. Admiring the skin of a mango is analo-

gous with taking part in the keynote lectures of respected speakers. The global seminar prepared

the participants for an intense debate by inviting experts of the field to speak about the necessity

of EFA and ESD, the history of UNESCO’s achievements and efforts to reach the goals of EFA

and ESD, and the direction to which the delegates should head toward for further discussion.

Because of the speakers’ insights and perspectives, my thoughts and ideas regarding ESD and

EFA were reshaped, transformed, and transfigured. The thought provoking questions asked by

the delegates made the lectures mutually committed brainstorming processes for future solu-

tions. No other program or opportunity would have exposed the participants to the experts

who provided us with sufficient knowledge and advice. 

During the reception party, the chairs and secretary generals organized various games and activi-

ties for us to get to know our fellow delegates. Here, I realized that the delegates were from diverse

backgrounds, from Mongolia to Australia. Even among the Koreans, we had all come from many

different places globally and had such multifarious experiences and ideas to contribute to the con-

ference. We also visited a traditional pottery making house where the delegates constructed inge-

nious potteries of their own. I could not imagine a growing mango without its skin as I cannot

think of the Global Seminar without its lectures, delegate meetings, and field trip. 

3. The Hedgehog method

The truly unique aspect of the model UNESCO conference is that the resolutions from commis-

sion 1 and commission 2 have to be merged together during the joint meeting. For two rigorous

days of commission sessions, the delegates presented their views on ESD and EFA. Ideas focus-

ing on international schools, cultural diversity, corporation cooperation, government involve-

ment, the education index, and information and communication technology based education

were presented. The delegates of France had strongly advocated for the global curriculum, but

because of its incompatibility with the objectives of ESD, the ESD curriculum that would have

provided a sense of direction to nations was rejected by fellow delegates and advisors. After the

strike of the global curriculum, France focused more on developing a UNESCO based web por-

tal that would extend ICT education to children regarding sustainable development as well as

the basic elementary subjects. At the joint meeting, the delegates collaborated to merge the pre-

sented resolutions, one from each commission, and produced one holistic resolution to reach

the goals of ESD and EFA by 2025. One of the most memorable moments of the conference was

when the delegates of our ESD commission all stayed up until midnight to write up the resolu-

tions and combined everything together as one resolution for ESD. Unlike other model UN
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conferences, the model UNESCO conference took into

consideration everyone’s ideas and thoughts, revising

and correcting them rather than rejecting the idea. 

To slice a mango like a hedgehog, cut the side of the

mango close to the seed on each side. Then create hori-

zontal and vertical knife marks deep into the flesh like

drawing a checkerboard. Once you turn over the skin

of the mango, it will look like the shape of a hedgehog’s

protruded armor on its back. Similar to the hedgehog

method, the delegates of model UNESCO successfully

debated on ESD and EFA and constructed an original

resolution that encompassed everyone’s ideas. Organisms of all sizes can digest the mango in

perfectly biteable shapes just like humans of all ages could receive education for sustainable

development through our resolution.

(http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_Fs0K7GYqQ2E/TPMBuy1JCWI/AAAAAAAAACg/7uSR_CdXtKE/s

1600/mango.jpg)

4. Devouring the mango

Finally, the time has come to stimulate your long awaited senses for that tangy and succulent

mango. Now that the mango has been cut up into edible pieces, use the knife to place them on a

plate or use teeth to transport them into your mouth. Everyone's method of digesting or eating

a mango is different as everyone took away emotions, experience, and skills particular to the

individual from this conference. As for me, I have never cut the mango in the way I explained

above. I have always just taken a knife, shed the skin off, and bit into its watery center, not car-

ing whether my hands would get sticky and messy with its sugary juice or whether the pieces of

mango flesh would get stuck in my finger nails. It has also been my first time participating in a

model UNESCO conference, although I have had experience with model UN previously. The

presenting of only one resolution per commission and one resolution for the conference as a

whole was a concept so new to me. Model UNESCO has become a platform on which I could

constantly be innovative in the ways I think or approach a problem. Comparing the process of

eating a mango with my experience at this conference was experimental in its way as well. I do

not know if I have persuaded future applicants to attend the conference or ignited reflections of

past memories and passion among my fellow delegates, but I felt the need to grasp even this

opportunity to be imaginative and creative. The conference taught me that it is okay to have

impractical, wrong, mistaken, and out of the box ideas; the debates and advice of other dele-

gates will eventually shape them to become more realistic. It is always nice to try something

new, and if you have never cut a mango the hedgehog way, then you should try it as well.
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I. SESSIONS 

 

Rule 1  Opening date 

 

The opening date of the session shall be fixed by the Organizer.

Rule 2  Venue 

The Conference shall be held at Korea UNESCO Peace Center, Republic of Korea. 

II. AGENDA AND WORKING DOCUMENTS 

Rule 3  Preparation of agenda 

The agenda of the Conference shall be prepared and announced by the Organizers1) before the

opening of the Conference. 

III. DELEGATIONS 

Rule 4  Composition 

Each Delegation shall be composed of no more than four delegates. 

Rule 5  Representation of Delegation on committees and commissions 

No more than two delegates will be designated to each commission of the Conference. 

 

VII.1. Rules of Procedure

Rules of Procedure

1) Setting the agenda and working documents involve the intricate role of the Executive Board. However, for the simplifi-

cation of the Model UNESCO General Conference, the Organizers will take the role of the Executive Board. 
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IV. ORGANIZATION OF THE CONFERENCE 

Rule 6  Ordinary Session 

1. The Organizer of the Conference shall carry out the duties of the Credentials Committee, the

Nominations Committee and the Legal Committee. 

2. The commissions shall be organized by the Organizer according to the agenda of each ses-

sion, to permit the fullest possible consideration of the policies and the main lines of work of

the Organization. 

V. PRESIDENT 

Rule 7  Elections 

The Organizer shall elect the President and Vice-President prior to the opening of the Conference.

Rule 8  General powers of the President 

1. In addition to exercising the powers which are conferred upon him elsewhere by these rules,

the President shall declare the opening and closing of each plenary meeting of the Confer-

ence. He shall direct the discussions, ensure observance of these rules, accord the right to

speak, put questions to the vote and announce decisions. He shall rule on points of order

and, subject to the present rules, shall control the proceedings and the maintenance of order.

The President may, in the course of the discussion of an item, propose to the Conference the

limitation of the time to be allowed to speakers, the limitation of the number of times each

speaker may speak, the closure of the list of speakers or the closure of the debate. He may also

propose the suspension or adjournment of the meeting or the adjournment of the debate on

the item under discussion. 

2. The President shall not vote. 

3. The President, in the exercise of his functions, shall be under the authority of the Conference. 

Rule 9  Absence of President 

The President shall, in his absence, be represented in the General Conference by the Vice-President.

VI. COMMISSIONS OF THE CONFERENCE 

Rule 10  Establishment of commissions

The Organizer shall establish commissions before the opening of the General Conference com-

missions. 

Rule 11  Composition of commissions 

Any commission established by the Conference shall consist of two of each delegation present at

the session. 
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Rule 12  Election of officers 

The Organizer shall elect a Chairperson, a Vice-Chairperson, and a Rapporteur before the

opening of the General Conference. 

VII. DUTIES OF THE SECRETARIAT 

Rule 13  Establishment of the Secretariat 

The Organizer shall be the Secretariat. 

Rule 14  Duties of the Director-General and of the Secretariat 

1. The Representative of the Secretariat shall participate, without the right to vote, in all meet-

ings of the Conference. 

2. The Secretariat may at any time make to the Conference or commission, either oral or writ-

ten statements concerning any question under consideration by them. 

3. The Secretariat shall receive, translate and distribute documents, reports and resolutions of

the Conference; be responsible for the safe keeping of the documents in the archives of the

Conference; and perform all other work which the Conference may require. 

VIII. LANGUAGES OF THE CONFERENCE 

Rule 15  Official and working languages 

English is the only official and working language of the Conference. 

IX. RECORDS OF THE CONFERENCE 

Rule 16  Records of the Conference 

1. Report of the Conference shall be made by the Secretariat. 

2. After the end of the Conference, the report, duly corrected, shall be distributed to all delegations. 

X. PUBLICITY OF MEETINGS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Rule 17  Public meetings 

Meetings of the Conference and commissions shall be held in public except where otherwise

provided in these rules, or unless the organ concerned decides otherwise. 

Rule 18  Circulation of resolutions 

Resolutions adopted by the Conference shall be circulated by the Secretariat to the Delegation.
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XI. CONDUCT OF BUSINESS AND RIGHT TO SPEAK 

Rule 19  Quorum 

1. The President of the Conference may declare a plenary meeting open and permit the debate

to proceed when at least one third of the representatives of Delegations participating in the

session of the Conference are present. The presence of a majority of the Delegations partic-

ipating in the session shall be required for the purpose of taking decisions. 

2. At meetings of commissions of the Conference, a majority of the Delegations which are

members of that organ, shall form a quorum. If, after five minutes’ adjournment, there is still

no quorum, the Chairperson may request the agreement of all Delegation actually present to

temporarily waive this provision. 

Rule 20  Speeches 

1. The President shall call upon speakers in the order in which they signify their wish to speak. 

2. No one may address the Conference without having been called upon by the President.  

3. The President may call a speaker to order if his remarks are not relevant to the subject under

discussion. 

Rule 21  Time limit on speeches 

The Conference may limit the time allowed to each speaker on the proposal of the President. 

Rule 22  Closing of list of speakers 

During the course of a debate, the President may announce the list of speakers and, with the

consent of the Conference, declare the list closed. 

Rule 23  Right of reply 

The President may accord the right of reply if a speech delivered after he has declared the list

closed makes this desirable. The President may limit the time allowed to speakers under this

rule. 

Rule 24  Points of order 

In the course of a debate, any Delegation may raise a point of order and such point of order

shall be immediately ruled upon by the President. An appeal may be made against the ruling of

the President. It shall be put to the vote immediately, and the President’s ruling shall stand

unless overruled by a majority of the Delegations present and voting. 

Rule 25  Suspension or adjournment of the meeting 

During the discussion of any matter, a Delegate may move the suspension or the adjournment

of the meeting. Such motions shall not be debated, but shall be immediately put to vote. 
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Rule 26  Adjournment of debate 

During the discussion of any question, a Delegate present may move adjournment of the debate

on the item under discussion. Any such motion shall have precedence. In addition to the pro-

poser of the motion, one speaker may speak in favour of, and one against, the motion. The

President may limit the time allowed to speakers under this rule. 

Rule 27  Closure of debate 

A Delegate may at any time move the closure of the debate, whether or not any other speaker

has signified his wish to take part in the discussion. If application is made for permission to

speak against the closure, it may be accorded to no more than two speakers. The President shall

consult the Conference on a motion for closure. If the Conference is in favour of the closure, the

President shall declare the closure of the debate. The President may limit the time allowed to

speakers under this rule. 

Rule 28  Order of procedural motions 

The following motions shall have precedence in the following order over all other proposals or

motions before the meeting: 

(a) to suspend the meeting; 

(b) to adjourn the meeting; 

(c) to adjourn the debate on the item under discussion; 

(d) for the closure of the debate on the item under discussion. 

XII. DRAFT RESOLUTIONS 
Rule 29  General provisions 

1. Draft resolutions, including amendments to previously submitted draft resolutions, shall be

transmitted in writing to the Secretariat, who shall circulate copies to delegations. 

2. As a general rule, no draft resolution shall be discussed or put to the vote unless copies of it

have been circulated in the working languages all delegations. 

3. Notwithstanding the provisions of the foregoing paragraphs, the President may permit the

discussion and consideration, without previous circulation of copies, of motions and amend-

ments concerning draft resolutions that have already been circulated. 

XIII. VOTING 

Rule 30  Voting rights 

Each Delegate shall have one vote in the General Conference. 

Rule 31  Simple majority 

Decisions of the Conference shall be taken by a simple majority of the Delegates present and

voting. 
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Rule 32  Meaning of the expression “Delegates present and voting” 

For the purpose of these rules, the expression “Delegates present and voting” means Delegates

casting an affirmative or negative vote. Delegates who abstain from voting are considered “non-

voters.” 

Rule 33  Vote 

The normal method by which decisions of the General Conference are adopted shall be by a

vote. Except as otherwise provided for in these rules, voting shall be by raise of placards. The

President may, if satisfied that there is a consensus on a proposal or motion, propose the adop-

tion of a decision without a vote. However, a proposal or motion before the Conference for

decision shall be voted upon if a Delegate so requests. 

Rule 34  Roll-call 

1. When the result of a vote by raise of placards is in doubt, the President may take a second

vote, by roll-call. 

2. Vote by roll-call shall be taken if it is requested by not less than two Delegates. The request

shall be made to the President before voting takes place or immediately after a vote by raise of

placards. 

Rule 35  Conduct during voting 

After the President has announced the beginning of voting, no one shall interrupt the voting

except on a point of order in connection with the actual conduct of the voting.  

Rule 36  Explanation of vote 

The President may permit delegates to explain their votes, either before or after the voting. The

President may limit the time allowed for such explanations. 

Rule 37  Order of voting on proposals 

1. If two or more proposals, other than amendments, relate to the same question, they shall,

unless the Conference decides otherwise, be voted on in the order in which they were submit-

ted. The Conference may, after each vote on a proposal, decide whether to vote on the next

proposal. 

2. A motion requiring that no decision be taken on a proposal shall have priority over that pro-

posal. 

Rule 38  Separate vote 

Parts of a proposal shall be voted on separately if a Delegate so requests. The resulting proposal

shall then be put to a final vote in its entirety. 

Rule 39  Equally divided votes 

If a vote is equally divided, a second vote shall be taken in the course of a subsequent session. 
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